
 Organic Organic



200-20021      22 lb Poly Bag         100 bags              2300 lb       7-77411-20021-2
200-20043      44 lb Poly Bag           49 bags              2250 lb       7-77411-20043-4
200-20051      50 lb Pail          48 pails              2600 lb       7-77411-20051-9
200-20111      110 lb Plastic Bins     18 bins              2200 lb       7-77411-20111-0
200-20999      1 Metric Ton Tote      1  tote              2300 lb       7-77411-20999-4           
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Item           Product Size      Units/Pallet  Pallet Weight  UPC

Effective to -23°C (-9°F)
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter works effectively on ice and 
snow during tough winter conditions to -23°C (-9°F). 

Concentrated Power
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter begins to work immediately. 
Use 50 - 100 grams per square meter (1/4 - 1/2 cup per square 
yard).

Safe on Concrete
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter does not chemically affect 
quality air entrained concrete or treated wood. It allows for a greater 
volume of water to evaporate, assisting in the prevention of damage 
to concrete associated with freeze/thaw cycles.

Safe on Vegetation
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter is a fertilizer-based product, 
which will not harm vegetation or soil structure when used as directed. 
It is harmless to groundwater systems.

Safe to Handle
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter will not harm humans or 
animals. It is safe to handle. Gloves are optional. WHMIS exempt in 
Canada. OSHA exempt in USA.

Clean to Use
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter does not leave an oily residue.
It reduces to a colorless and odourless liquid, with a more neutral pH 
balance.

Safe for Prolonged Storage
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter will not lose its 
effectiveness during prolonged storage or when opened. It 
does not require special handling procedures or special 
storage facilities.

Product of Canada
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter is manufactured and 
packaged in Canada.

Manufactured with Recycled Materials
Mountain Organic Natural™ Icemelter packaging contains 
post-consumer waste and is recyclable where facilities exist.

                 is a premium product 
designed to tackle the worst winter weather conditions, while still being 
completely organic and environmentally-safe. Mountain Organic works 
better than traditional icemelters, but carries none of the risks.

Visit our website for more information
about this product 

Warehouses:   Vancouver  |  Edmonton  |  Winnipeg  |  Toronto  |  Montreal  |  Chicago  |   Columbus  |  Philadelphia  |  Hartford


